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SPECIAL MEETING 
OF THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL OF BENSON, ARIZONA 

HELD MARCH 29, 2021 AT 5:00 P.M. 
AT THE BENSON CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

599 SOUTH DRAGOON STREET, BENSON, ARIZONA            
     
 

CALL TO ORDER:    
    

Mayor Konrad called the meeting to order at 5:05 p.m. with the Pledge of Allegiance.  
    

ROLL CALL:   
 

Present were:  Mayor Joe A. Konrad, Vice Mayor Larry Dempster, Councilmembers: Pat Boyle, Lupe Diaz,      
Toney D. King Sr., Nick Maldonado, and Barbara Nunn. Deputy City Clerk Denise Tapia stated a quorum 
was established. 
  

CALL TO THE PUBLIC – AGENDA-RELATED COMMENTS ONLY:  Communications and comments from 
the citizens regarding the City of Benson or other matters properly addressed to the City Council shall be heard by 
the Council.  Such remarks shall be addressed to the Council as a whole and shall be limited to five (5) minutes unless 
this time is adjusted in the discretion of the Mayor or Council.   
 

Jennifer Caywood, Stalactites Circle, Benson, stated she would like to address Council on agenda item 1, 
stating she has 4 children who attend Benson schools, and she would like to talk about this being a war on 
drugs which includes vaping, nicotine, marijuana, alcohol, amphetamines, and inhalants.  Ms. Caywood 
stated  currently in Benson there is a location operating within foot traffic of where children live and where 
schools are located.  Ms. Caywood stated she is very concerned about opening up the back of the vape shop, 
adding she knows there is a grant from the federal government due to the methamphetamine use in the 
community and now the City is opening it up to marijuana.  Ms. Caywood then stated if recreational use is 
encouraged, it’s like planting weeds in the minds of children instead of planting seeds and it is very hard to 
remove weeds in the minds of children.  Ms. Caywood stated marijuana is still a drug and it will affect the 
play areas as well as where the children hang out, adding there is lack of treatment centers and statistics in 
the communities, there are youth risk factors, behavior health risk factors, pregnancy and health and long-
term effects on babies, which is what this community will have. 

 
Seth Judd, Crestview Avenue, Benson, stated he would like to address Council on agenda item 3, stating he 
dropped off a letter to Council at City Hall with changes at the park they would like to see implemented, 
noting there are over 30 signatures of parents and grandparents in the community, adding although not all of 
them live in the Benson City limits, they work, shop, and volunteer in the City and have a vested interest in 
the facilities available to the children.  Mr. Judd stated the public agrees it is time to give the parks a little 
TLC by making improvements and allocating more money to keep the parks properly maintained and coming 
up with solutions so the local vandalism.  Mr. Judd stated this town does not have some of the amenities that 
some of the larger towns have, so getting involved in sports is a way for kids to stay busy and engaged; it 
teaches life skills like teamwork and how to socialize and lets them play with friends.  Mr. Judd stated there 
are other ways to get involved, but this is a popular one in small towns, and it keeps the kids away from 
trouble. Mr. Judd stated although sports are played almost year-round at the park, it is more than a sports 
complex, adding riding your bike, walking your dog, or being with loved ones is the heart of the community.  
Mr. Judd stated although it may appear that people do not care, but as the Council can see by the signatures 
on the letter, that is not the case when it comes to the parks.  Mr. Judd then stated having a meeting at           
5:00 p.m. during the week does not give much time for people to attend and asked the Council to please 
consider keeping the meetings late in the evenings to allow people the opportunity to attend.  Mr. Judd stated 
he supports the Council with their efforts and will continue to be a voice.  
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NEW BUSINESS: 
 

1. Discussion and possible action regarding Ordinance 610 of the Mayor and Council of the City of 
Benson, Arizona amending the Benson City Code, Article 10-1 “Offenses” by adopting a new Section 
relating to the regulation of Marijuana in Public and upon Public Property; amending Article 4-1 
“Police Department” by clarifying the Chief of Police’s authority to enforce Civil Restrictions on the 
Use, Cultivation, and Consumption of Marijuana within City Limits; establishing an Effective Date; 
and declaring an Emergency   

 
City Manager Vicki Vivian stated Arizona law allows police officers to conduct investigations for criminal 
offenses and for certain, specified civil offenses, including for example, civil traffic violations under A.R.S. 
Title 28, adding the Chief of Police is concerned that it is not clear under Arizona law whether the Police 
Department has that same authority for the civil offenses created by the passage of Prop. 207, such as smoking 
marijuana in a public place.  Ms. Vivian stated Police Chief Paul Moncada therefore asks Mayor and Council 
to specify such authority within the City’s boundaries. 
 
Ms. Vivian then stated further, Ordinance 610 changes the City Code and will require members of the public 
to reveal their identity when officers have reasonable suspicion to believe civil offenses may be taking place, 
adding the City of Douglas has also recently passed similar changes to its City Code.  Ms. Vivian stated she 
did receive a copy of the Douglas code from Chief Moncada and has it should any Councilmember like a 
copy of the language. 
 
Chief Moncada stated he would like to give a brief history of the passage of Prop. 207, addressing the use of 
recreational marijuana, stating there has been discussion amongst law enforcement leaders, Chiefs, and legal 
staff all over the state going back and forth with various arguments for and against expanding the authority 
and how to deal with civil violations.  Chief Moncada stated the state of Arizona gives the law the authority 
to stop anyone with probable cause and detain someone if there is reasonable suspicion of someone having 
committed a crime, a misdemeanor or felony but not necessarily a civil offense, adding the Police Department 
can investigate civil offenses when it comes to traffic law, which is ARS Title 28.  Chief Moncada stated 
police are given the authority to investigate civil traffic violations and to detain someone temporarily for that 
investigation only, noting state law is not clear and his concern was how the Police Department would enforce 
other civil violations.  Chief Moncada then stated this ordinance would give the Police the authority to stop, 
detain, identify, and enforce civil violations that are a result of the restrictions from Prop. 207.  Chief 
Moncada then stated this was recommended by the attorneys for the Chief’s Association, adding a memo 
was sent out to all the chiefs urging the members to pass this in all respected jurisdictions so there is good 
standing on legal ground when any violation pertaining to legal marijuana has to be enforced.   
 
Mayor Konrad stated his question would be that Prop. 207 mandates that the City ordinance cannot conflict 
with Prop. 207 with Chief Moncada stating that is correct, the City Attorney Paul Loucks and himself have 
communicated with different counterparts all over the state and Mr. Loucks advised that the City Code needs 
to be updated.    
 
Councilmember Boyle asked about the consumption of alcohol at the public park and if marijuana could be 
treated the same with Chief Moncada stating the consumption of alcohol is allowed at the parks, but glass 
containers are not allowed by City ordinance.  .  
 
Councilmember King asked if there is a type of breathalyzer for marijuana yet with Chief Moncada stating 
there is not, and they would have to use a urine or blood sample to get a presumptive level.  Chief Moncada 
stated one of the bills that is at the legislature now is basically a DUI (Driving Under the Influence) for 
marijuana and they would set the perimeters on how much active ingredients could be in the bloodstream, 
again stating the only way it can be tested would be through a blood or urine sample, adding usually urine is 
the best mechanism to test body fluid and check the blood concentration, noting this was found out with other 
opioids.  Councilmember King asked about having to approve the something else based on the bill the 
legislature is working on now if Council approves this with Chief Moncada stating they would not, noting 
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any violation of Prop. 207 would be civil, the state did not want it criminal, again stating any violation with 
Prop. 207 which would be the use, sale, and consumption of the product, is considered a civil violation. 

   
Councilmember Nunn stated she does not want all Councilmembers to be generalized, adding the Council 
did not vote for the recreational marijuana law.  Councilmember Nunn then asked about enforcement of a 
City ordinance by a County judge with Chief Moncada stating there is another bill in the legislator right now 
that will empower local JPs (Justice of the Peace) to handle civil violations of Prop. 207.  Councilmember 
Nunn questioned if the JP would handle it as a civil violation, then stated everyone is stating they want a 
recreational marijuana store, which is another business that the City does not need, adding the City already 
has problems getting tickets processed from the Benson Police. Councilmember Nunn asked about the JP 
prosecuting cases or just throwing the cases out with Chief Moncada stating he could not answer that.  
 
Vice Mayor Dempster asked the Chief how he would see this happening in real life with Chief Moncada 
stating if the officers are patrolling the parks and see someone that is ingesting marijuana, the officer would 
approach them, adding all the officers know what burning marijuana smells like.  Chief Moncada then stated 
the consumption of marijuana although it is legal for the state standard, is outlawed in our City at parks and 
buildings, so the officer would verify it as marijuana and write a civil citation.  City Attorney Paul Loucks 
stated he wanted to clarify that the Benson Police Officers would be issuing a citation under the City Code 
so it would go to the municipal court with Chief Moncada agreeing, noting it would still be handled under 
the JP court.  
 
Mayor Konrad stated what needs to be clear is that with or without any type of facility being built or operated 
in Benson there is still a problem, and it is a result of Prop. 207.  People need to be aware of the face that the 
City of Benson cannot outlaw the use of marijuana except on the City properties that have been specified.  

 
Mayor Konrad moved to approve Ordinance 610.  Seconded by Councilmember Boyle.  Motion passed 7-0. 
 

2. Discussion and possible action approving the purchase of a new freestanding Lighted Sign for the 
Benson Municipal Airport’s Self-Serve facility in the amount of $21,719.40 
 
City Engineer/Public Works Director Brad Hamilton stated he would like to move forward as part of the fuel 
farm, in purchasing the lighted sign, noting he spoke to three contractors and only received one bid back from 
High Dessert signs, adding he would like to move forward with it.  

Mayor Konrad stated the timeliness is based on a timeline that will get the Airport to a ribbon cutting date of 
June 1st with Mr. Hamilton stating that is correct. Mayor Konrad asked if Mr. Hamilton could talk about the 
timeline with Mr. Hamilton stating if Council approves the sign tonight, the foundation will be poured in 
about a week, the sign will follow 30 days later with the City crews pouring additional concrete one to two 
days a week, adding they should be able to meet the June 1st date.  

Vice Mayor Dempster asked if the sign will be flexible enough for the new FBO (Fixed-Based Operator) to 
put their name on it as well with Mr. Hamilton stating he did not think so, adding it is like other signs.  

Councilmember Boyle asked if the sign would be advertising fuel with Mr. Hamilton stating it will have the 
Airport logo with “self-serve”, along with the lighting around the area, noting there is an example of the sign 
in the Council packet.  

Councilmember Nunn stated she has been to at least 50 airports and the fuel signs never have the FBO’s 
monikers on the fuel signs, adding FBOs are their own businesses.  

Councilmember Maldonado questioned if the lights from the sign will affect the (dark skies) lighting 
standards in the City’s zoning regulations with Mr. Hamilton stating the LED light comes straight down and 
is tied into the same lighting circuit that the Airport is already using.   
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Councilmember Nunn moved to approve the purchase of a new freestanding Lighted Sign for the Benson 
Municipal Airport’s Self-Serve facility.  Seconded by Councilmember King.  Motion passed 7-0. 
 

3. Presentation by Karen Cesare, RLA, ASLA of Novak Environmental, Inc. for discussion of alternative 
concepts and features for the continued development of Lions Park, which may include the relocation 
and removal of existing features and/or facilities and the placement of other facilities and/or features  

 
City Manager Vicki Vivian stated at the March 8 Council meeting, Council discussed park improvements 
after an engineer (Regina Beem) from Psomas looked at the two previously approved Master Plans and gave 
feedback on them.  Ms. Vivian then stated the discussion included information on a splash pad, relocating 
the playground equipment, additional playground equipment and the development of the west side of Lions 
Park.  
 
Ms. Vivian stated Ms. Beem’s notes on the Master Plans included a significant realignment of the wash, 
which would have more of an impact on site costs; new utility service lines, the relocation of the pedestrian 
bridge, and relocating the playground area to an undeveloped portion vs. a location that would require 
demolition work with respect to the existing skate park.  Ms. Vivian stated other notes were on the two 
locations in each plan for disk golf, but that disk golf has not been a major feature in any of their current park 
work and that Pickleball courts have been very popular, noting it would require a 4-court minimum to allow 
for small tournaments and/or club play to occur. Another comment addressed zip lines in the playground 
equipment area, a dog park with or without grass with some obstacle course amenities, a splash pad, rock 
climbing walls and large shade areas. 
 
Ms. Vivian stated that Ms. Beem advised a landscape architect should be consulted first, followed by 
engineering who will then examine soils, irrigation, grading, etc. so the Council could obtain estimates for 
the projects they wanted to complete.  Ms. Beem noted that normally a landscape architect has a worksession 
or two with Council; then creates renditions based on Council’s preferences and also estimates the cost of 
the project, while working with an engineer, Staff and Council to answer questions.  
 
Ms. Vivian then stated Council directed Staff to return with answers from a landscape architect no later than 
May 1st, with a direction the Council can move in to start executing some things at the park.  Ms. Vivian 
then stated on March 9th, Staff contacted several recommended Landscape Architect firms and met with Ms. 
Karen Cesare, RLA, ASLA, President of Novak Environmental, Inc.  Ms. Cesare came to the park for a site 
visit and after walking the property and discussing some concepts, she requested a meeting with the Council 
no later than March 29th to get a consensus and feedback from Council to refine their expectations to ensure 
she is heading in the right direction.  
 
Mayor Konrad stated just as a reminder Council will not be taking action this evening.  
 
Ms. Cesare stated she was happy to be at the meeting, adding she is the president of Novak Environmental, 
Inc., a landscape architectural firm out of Tucson and she has been in business over 23 years.  Ms. Cesare 
stated prior to opening her firm, she was a senior landscape architect with Pima County Regional flood 
control district, and she did a lot of river parks and planning, adding she has a long history working in 
Arizona.  Ms. Cesare was joined by her colleague Drew Carlson, stating he is a planner/designer and does a 
lot of field work.  Ms. Cesare reiterated what Ms. Vivian stated is to get Council’s feedback and input, adding 
so they can return with a plan that is right for the City.  Ms. Cesare then stated they want to get the concept 
down and get the features that work within the budget that was given to her, which as she understands is 
about $1.2 million.  Ms. Cesare stated that is enough to do some things, but noted it is not enough to do 
everything, but again, the Council can look at the top two or three things and get those done.  Ms. Cesare 
stated she had the opportunity to drive by the park and has seen how much the park is used by the community.  
Ms. Cesare stated she has heard about a splash pad, relocating some play equipment that is next to the center 
field line that is a safety concern, the big ramada needing some structural help, and more athletic fields.  Ms. 
Cesare then stated the City has two master plans; one from 1989 that showed a lot of ballfields on the west 
side of the wash and another that has more turf areas, but she was told the preference is the softball/baseball 
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fields.  Ms. Cesare stated she would like the City to get the most for their money, adding $1.2 million sounds 
like a lot, but it really does not go that far.  Ms. Cesare then showed the base plan she drew up with a splash 
pad of about 3,000 to 5,000 square feet which can be accommodated with a budget of about $300,000 and 
stated most of that is taken up with filters and pumps, then noted that size is about the size or a little bigger 
of the big ramada.    
 
Mayor Konrad stated the City wants as much as they can get with the funding we have; then stated the Council 
needs guidance, again noting the size of the park, the amount of funding and the big wish list.  Ms. Cesare 
stated she heard about the wish list, but she felt it was important to hear it from Council, adding a splash pad 
is a very fun, popular item that all ages can enjoy and costs about $300,000.  Ms. Cesare then stated moving 
the playground equipment will not be cheap, noting it will possibly be upwards of $50,000 just to relocate it 
and not add anything new; then stated the big ramada needs  a lot of structural help along with electrical work 
which could be $100,000, adding these are estimates and not solid numbers, noting just those things can cost 
upwards of $400,000.  Ms. Cesare stated moving to the other side of the park there are some existing 
conditions that need to be cleaned up, then that side of the wash could start being colonized to have ballfields 
and lighting, which could run about $800,000 to $900,000.  Ms. Cesare stated there is a lot of great ideas and 
she is open to hearing what Council thinks.  
 
Councilmember King stated Council needs to figure out more ways to make it cost efficient with Ms. Cesare 
stating there are a lot of building materials like masonry, metal and wood, with wood being very expensive 
right now due to the supply and demand issue. Councilmember King was looking at the 1989 Master Plan 
and stated for safety concerns, the playground equipment should be pushed down by the volleyball courts 
due to balls landing in the current location with Ms. Cesare agreeing, stating the playground equipment 
should be moved to the north end of the ramada.  Councilmember King stated he would like to see if the City 
can get some outside help and possibly recruit some developers to donate time, adding this may help the City 
get more than one ballfield, adding he would love to see as many ballfields as possible’ then noted he feels 
the priorities are the splash pad, the ballfields and moving the playground equipment to keep the kids in one 
place.  Ms. Cesare stated half of the cost would be the lighted ballfields, adding it would either be one ballfield 
with lights or two ballfields with no lights, adding they would only have daytime use and the City could look 
to plan installing lights later, noting those are the trade-offs.    
 
Councilmember Boyle stated the design plan that Council is looking at has the splash pad north of the ramada 
and beyond that is where the playground will be moved with Ms. Cesare stating these are base plans that 
were available and she used them, but then stripped away a lot of the stuff.  Ms. Cesare stated functionally 
and spaciously the ramada, play equipment, and then the splashed pad should be done, adding it makes a lot 
of sense from the layout.  
 
Ms. Vivian stated from what she heard some of the things Council is discussing is placement and Ms. Cesare 
is looking for what Council would like to see so she can come back with estimates and plans like a dog park 
and shade, adding shade would be important especially with a splash pad.  Ms. Vivian then stated there was 
mention of a dog park and possibly a walking, adding these are the elements Ms. Cesare is trying to gather 
from Council; a wish list of sorts, then it will be up to her to come back with the best placement with different 
plans and estimates.  
 
Councilmember Boyle stated he thinks the idea of the splash pad, the playground equipment being moved, 
and the ballfield is good and that would be the priorities to him, followed by the repairs to the ramada, and 
asked if the ramada was on the verge of collapse, adding he was there a few weekends ago and it did not 
seem too horrible with Public Works Director Brad Hamilton stating the ramada is showing its age.  
 
Vice Mayor Dempster stated his grandson plays at a park in Dansville, and that park has a combination field 
for soccer, baseball, and softball, adding there are multiple uses for the field.  Vice Mayor Dempster then 
stated that park also has archery, golf and batting cages all incorporated inside the park and asked if that 
would be possible with Ms. Cesare stating she could put that on the plan and Council can consider it, but it 
will come down to what is the first priority.  Ms. Cesare stated a lighted ballfield is a high-priced item, but 
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something like archery is a small-priced item that might be able to happen, adding she will take notes and 
can try to find a place for it, adding again, it will ultimately be up to the priorities of the Council and the 
available funding to see what can be accommodated.  Ms. Cesare then stated there is an area south of Pearl 
Street that does not have any program elements which could be used for a parking lot or a dog park; then 
stated there is also plenty of space for a multi-use field, which is great for limited space, but noted sometimes 
it works to have the multi-use fields and sometimes it is better to keep them segregated, adding there has 
been a lot of comments about softball fields.  Vice Mayor Dempster then stated what also works well is 
mounds between the fields instead of bleachers which prevents people from trying to run under the bleachers, 
adding then everyone brings their lawn chairs and its much more comfortable.   Ms. Cesare stated it is nice 
to have an urban feature and the fields could have a little bit of separation and more trees for shade.  
 
Mayor Konrad stated he was going to state the obvious: ballfields, playgrounds, and a splash pad, not 
necessary in that order, are priority and he would like Ms. Vivian to pass on the letter from Seth Judd, adding 
that would be good information that came from the public.  Mayor Konrad then stated as a Council, they 
intend to do something soon and they are open to suggestions for whatever Ms. Cesare needs to help it move 
forward.  Ms. Cesare stated she will respectfully tell Council what she thinks can be done and the Council 
can tell her if they like the plan or they tell her something different, adding she is here to facilitate and would 
like to see Council get to a point where construction is started, and they get a cluster of things being built.  
 
Councilmember Maldonado stated he would like to see the splash pad, the playground equipment moved for 
safety reasons and more ballfields, adding there are always conflicts between the little league, the women’s 
league, and the men’s league and with more fields, the City can have tournaments that would generate money. 
Ms. Cesare stated it is important to know who is using the fields. 
 
Councilmember Diaz stated he wanted to add that there are minor league teams that come from Tucson for 
tournaments; then stated teams can hit the ball over the current fields so he agrees that the playground 
equipment needs to be moved.  Councilmember Diaz then stated teams would need scoreboards and sound 
equipment.  Councilmember Diaz then stated he agrees with the work being done to the ramada and with a 
splash pad.  Councilmember Diaz then stated there are also other events like car shows, Chamber events and 
clubs; then stated a quaint feeling at the park is one of the draws to the park in Patagonia.  Councilmember 
Diaz stated currently there is no quiet zone and with the railroad, Council should create a sound barrier; then 
stated the community does use the park quite a bit and a walking path for some of the seniors would be nice.  
Councilmember Diaz then stated individual ramadas with grills will bring out more families and he feels the 
open spaces will be the key for the kids to run around.  Councilmember Diaz then stated he heard another 
idea would be a fishing pond or lake with ramadas around it, adding he attended a Cochise County 
Development Committee Group and one of the things that was recommended was a water feature, adding 
there isn’t one currently in Cochise County.  Councilmember Diaz then stated if there was a fishing lake, it 
would help with economic development because it would draw people to stay the day in Benson, possibly 
shopping and having dinner, adding not everyone plays ball.  Ms. Cesare stated  plants would not help with 
the railroad noise issue, noting the only thing that buffers noise is a big wall, which is very expensive.  Ms. 
Cesare then stated she is a big fan of planting small trees and letting them grow rather than spending a lot 
more money on a full-grown tree, adding this also stretches available funding.  
 
Councilmember Nunn asked if it was really going to take until May 1st to come back to Council, adding the 
families in town would like to see something happen, especially the playground, noting it is rough at best and 
is still in the line of fire from the baseball fields.  Ms. Cesare stated that is only four weeks away with 
landscape architects and designers, noting they would want to bring back something that is buildable with 
cost estimates.  Ms. Cesare stated respectfully to do their job well they would need that much time and they 
will bring back a realistic plan of what the City will get for  $1.2 million, adding the focus will be the first 
phase with an approval by Council; the next phase of design will be the nuts and bolts of the design for park 
planning and design, noting nothing is more serious then public safety so the plans that are prepared will be 
able to be constructed by a contractor with the public safety in mind.  Councilmember Nunn asked what the 
timeframe is if Council approves the plans on May 1st with Ms. Cesare stating if the plans are approved at 
that time, they can get a team together and get proposals to move forward on construction documents.  Ms. 
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Cesare then stated they will move as quickly as they can; then noted, relocating the playground equipment 
may be the first step that could be done.  Ms. Cesare then stated splash pad construction, once the designs 
have been approved, could take between 2 to 5 weeks to build, adding with the construction boom, everyone 
is busy right now, so it could take longer.    
 
Councilmember King stated he would like to see an estimate of each part of the process and what could 
possibly be done by City Staff, adding he is hoping the community can help out so the City can build more. 
Ms. Cesare stated she appreciates the comment, and she will get the design put together and get a full retail 
contractor rate, adding at that point in time Mr. Hamilton will have a good sense of how things can be parted 
out, then noted sometimes it is better to pull the trigger and pay the cost.  
 
Councilmember Boyle stated if Council sticks to the priorities that were mentioned, the splash pad, moving 
the playground equipment, and putting in another ballpark, the funding will probably run out with Ms. Cesare 
stating hopefully, it will not run out until those items are achieved, but stated $1.2 million used to go a whole 
lot farther.  Ms. Cesare then noted that Councilmember Diaz mentioned bringing in some charm, adding the 
City can take advantage of the ramada which is in the center of the park, adding right now, it does not have 
that much character, but it has a nice big, pitched roof that could create some charm. 
 
Vice Mayor Dempster stated there is a lot of community support, adding the City needs to talk to people with 
resources.  Vice Mayor Dempster stated he also agrees with Councilmember Diaz about the strategically 
placed barbeques that would be a big draw to the park.  
 
Mayor Konrad asked as the plan is being formulated, if there was any thought into future uses like walking 
trails being incorporated into the plan or if it would just be specific to the priorities, adding the reason he is 
asking is, for example, if the playground is moved from point A to point B, would it create an extension to a 
walking trail or something that would complement that without going overboard with the design.  Ms. Cesare 
stated what she hopes to do is to bring a color plan with priorities the Council identified tonight and bring it 
all together to have a nice current graphic of the park, adding the focus will be on the splash pad, the relocation 
of the playground equipment, the ramada and one of the ballfields.  Ms. Cesare stated they will get an updated 
color drawing which will be good for future conversations.  Mayor Konrad asked if the bridge structure is 
adequate with Ms. Cesare stating it works to walk across, but ideally, the bridge should be wide enough to 
drive a truck across, adding it should be a twelve-foot vehicle-rated bridge.  Mayor Konrad stated the cost of 
a bridge can easily run $150,000 to $200,000 with Ms. Cesare stating it could run that in a heartbeat, adding 
with public safety in mind, the question goes back to “does the bridge work for pedestrians now?”, adding it 
does, with a few things to make it safer, but again it would be up to the Council to decide if they want to put 
money toward the bridge.  Ms. Vivian then stated one idea would be to call the west side of the park a sports 
complex with vehicle traffic accessing it from Direct Way and leaving the bridge to only service pedestrians.  
Ms. Cesare interjected, stating these are the things that will need to be looked at in the planning and design, 
noting due diligence will be done to make it minimal cost, but serve as a functioning feature in the park .  
 
Councilmember Maldonado stated his concern is with water usage and if there is a lake, then water is being 
used, adding water is very valuable in Arizona.  Ms. Cesare stated she appreciated that comment, noting she 
was  previously on the Board of Directors for Central Arizona Water Conservation as a representative for 
Pima County, and water is a big issue for her as well.  Ms. Cesare stated watering fields, a splash pad that is 
using recirculating water and public parks are the best places to use water with the best public benefit, adding 
potentially a pond is a good place to use water if there is enough water but there is a lot that would go into 
that, noting she would have to see if it is feasible; then stated she will be paying attention to the water and 
not bring Council anything that is excessive.   
 
Councilmember Maldonado stated having a pond would be a great liability for the City with Ms. Cesare 
stating what was presented tonight were ideas, noting putting ideas in a plan is not committing the City.  Ms. 
Cesare then stated without launching into an updated Master Plan process, she understands the Council wants 
to spend time building things, adding that is what her team will focus on and will bring Council an updated 
graphic, which will be a good start.  
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Councilmember Diaz stated it is good to concentrate on the three things the City wants to get accomplished 
and still have a sense for the future, adding he was in Sahuarita over the past week, and they have a water 
feature that was very clean and accessible as well as a 1.9-mile walking path.  Councilmember Diaz then 
stated there was a lot of people out enjoying the facilities and he wants to make sure the idea is still out there 
instead of just ditching it, adding the Council should keep it in mind while they focus on what they want to 
accomplish.  
 
Councilmember Nunn stated she wanted to go back to the pond discussion, adding Council visited that issue 
six years ago and she think Fish & Game would be down the City’s throat; then stated the other reason there 
is no other water feature in the county is that we cannot afford to be wasting water.  Councilmember Nunn 
then stated Sahuarita is in Pima County, which has a lot more money than Benson.  Councilmember Nunn 
then asked Ms. Cesare if she was aware of the shade brand Sunbrella for the shade structure at the park, 
adding she currently has one at her house that has been up for 14 years and has not had any issues; then asked 
if a shade structure could be made with that material so it wouldn’t be unattractive, adding it could be placed 
over the splash pad.  Ms. Cesare stated shade structures could be made out of fabric, adding they are made 
in different colors and shapes and could be fun; then noted Sunbrella fabric holds up just as well as anything 
when you invest in quality materials.  Ms. Cesare then stated they are hoping to help get the City as far as it 
can with the available funding along with making smart decisions.  Councilmember Nunn stated she runs an 
R business, and the biggest complaint the customers have is there is no place for the dogs to run around 
except the desert, adding her suggestion is to spend some money on a dog park with Ms. Cesare stating she 
agrees dogs are happy to run on dirt, and having a safe fenced-in area would be a low-cost but high-return 
investment.  Ms. Cesare then stated dog parks are very popular and maybe different dog clubs can give advice 
on agility dog toys, adding she can try and squeeze it in this first round, but noted once all the prices start to 
come in, Council may be surprised and may have to make some tough decisions.  Ms. Cesare then stated she 
will try to get as close as she can to the numbers but noted prices today may or may not go up in three months, 
adding she will try her best to get things done as quickly as possible.  
 
Vice Mayor Dempster stated he had one comment that Councilmember Maldonado had about conflict with 
baseball teams and that it could be mitigated by having a designated practice area that wouldn’t be as 
expensive as a field, so if there is a left-over area, it would be a very efficient use of money to make designated 
practice fields.  
 
Councilmember Diaz stated there is a lot of interest in Pickleball, with Mayor Konrad adding Pickleball is 
very popular right now but who knows how long it would last and questioned if there would be a different 
use for the Pickleball area if it was no longer popular with Ms. Cesare stating she has never played it but with 
all of the projects they are currently working on now, everyone wants four Pickleball courts.  Ms. Cesare 
then stated it could be converted to one regulation size tennis court; then stated with four size Pickleball 
courts, more people can participate, noting on paper she can find a spot but weather it comes in this first 
phase or not will depend.    
 
Ms. Cesare then spoke stated during the discussion about ballfields, she wanted to ask if there was a marquis 
field with a scoreboard with Mayor Konrad stating the little league field has a concession stand and one 
scoreboard.  
 
Ms. Cesare thanked Council for their time and input, stating she would be back on May 1st or earlier.  
 
Mayor Konrad asked Ms. Vivian or Mr. Hamilton if they had anything further to add with Mr. Hamilton 
stating in the last five years, he has had a lot of requests for Pickleball, especially from the winter visitors 
along with requests for a dog park.  
 
Ms. Vivian stated the last Monday in April is April 26th, adding May 1st is a Saturday with Ms. Cesare 
stating she will work hard to meet an April 26th deadline.  
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ADJOURNMENT:  
 
Councilmember Diaz moved to adjourn at 6:36 p.m. Seconded by Councilmember Maldonado. Motion 
passed 7-0. 

             
   

____________________________ 
        Joe A. Konrad, Mayor 
 ATTEST: 
   

____________________________   
 Vicki L. Vivian, CMC, City Clerk 
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